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"A PRINCIPAL'S HANDBOOK FOR SHARED CONTROL
IN URBAN COMMUNITY SCHOOLS"

0

INTRODUCTION

This handbook should help building principals
to create, support, and utilize neighborhood involvement
in school decision making. Here "involvement" means
participation in, and sharing of, decisions about the
education of children. As such, it is distinct from the
more common sort of involvement which is only advisory in
nature or which is intended as an instrument of the
school's more traditional public relations efforts.
The difference is in the effect: this handbook deals
with neighborhood involvement which is, or which can be,
authoritatiVe and binding.

A number of guides are already available for
the creation of advisory or public relations-oriented
involvement. But despite the increasingly frequent
official mandates from State and Federal agencies and
puiplic pressures from the system's community base,
school principals who wish to share some amount of con-

_ trol with the Communities they serve have not had much
operational help with that process. This manual is de-
signed to fill that need.

Siared control (which, is explained in more
detail later) is the first premise of this work; The
second premise is a commitment to local options. Every
principal must respond to very specific combination of
neighborhood goals, needs, and resources. That local
situation will determine much about how neighborhood
involvement is realized. The handbook is a synthesis et
the best and most recent research and evaluation in its
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field: it is intended to be a comprehensive listing of*"
the practices which empirical data and field experiences
indicate-have led to successfully shared control.

Nonetheless, the building principal still faces
a great many choices about how 'to combine the practices
descr'it'ed here to fit the particular needs of his or her
particular neighborhood. The handbook will be most
useful those principals who want to, or who cannot
avoid, community involvement at a level described here
as shared control. But there are undoubtedly some,
principals who do not believe in that. They will not
be persuaded by 'any handbook supported by any, accumulation
of evidence (such as that contained in the accompanying
interpretive essay). If they change their practices, it
will be because they have been forcefully convinced to
do so by the communities they. serve. At that point, if'
they retain their jobs, these principals may discover a
.use for the techniques and procedures outlined here.

The role of a principal in creating and working
with a mechanism of shared control is different from
mobilizing a community. This is not d manual for commu-
nity organizing except. insofar as some of those skills
may be helpful in bringing schools and communities cldser
to each other. It is focused on'what the school prin-
cipal can do in the individual community school located
in an immediate community surrounding.

However, since the same factots which deter-
mine success at the neighborhood level recur at other
organizational levels as well (e.g., goals, structure,
process, support, etc.), thice handbook may be a useful
guide to other kinds of school adMinistrators. Community
district superintendents, or headquarters specialists in
community relations, may wish to check their own practices
against those recommended here. They may also make use
of this guide in in-service training courses and in
community involvement workshops. The same general point
applies to citizens.. Both lay 'citizens and professional
educators are participants in control shariag. Both.
groups should be equally interested in what makes that
involvement work. These options and recommendations are
written speifically for school principals, but since
they identify the key points in a shared process, they
should be useful to communities as well.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the
handbook concentrates on community involvement in the
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urban setting. How people relate to'their social insti-
tutions varies widely by such factors as urban/suburban/
rural setting, region of the country, and so on.
For many reasons the task of effective community involve-
ment is more difficult in the neighborhoods of the big
cities than it is anywhere else. Just as every neighbor-
hood is to some extent a unique constellation of strengths
and needs, there are also regularities among all neighbor-
hoods.' The principles and. practices outl;ined here should
be of interest to anyone who wants to improve relations
between public schools andthe communities they serve.

Few things are more difficult to arrange .than
the authoritative interaction of lay people and pro
fesSionals in'an area of largely technical decisiDn
makihg which is of extreme importance to both of them..
When, as it must be, that interaction is complicated by
differences in race, ethnicity, and political purpose,
the difficulties of what is essentially an excercise in
constitution building are apparent. The task is at least
as complicated and perh-aps as important as the design of
a school's curriculum yet it seldom Beets the same careful
attention.

The handbook's recommendations have been based
on an extensive study of urban'school/community relations
at the building level. Cities from all parts of the
United States cooperated in identifying mechanisms that
had successfully put administrators and lay people
together in decision making about the school. Several
national organizations in education were also polled to
find successful practices. State, Federal, and local
program evaluations provided relevant data. More than
three hundred sources from education and related fields
were analyzed for the light they could shed on these
problems. The evidence about community involvement in
other social welfare areas (health, social work, and
housing) was searched in order to uncover promising
practices there that could be of use to urban school
administrators. Finally, a draft version of the hand-
book was circulated among panels of experts in school/
community relations. The panels included school princi-
pals, superintendents, community relations specialists,
and specialists in research on this area.

The handbook has six sections; each section
deals with a major component of neighborhood involve-
ment. The sections refle7t operational necessity in that
they are grouped by areas for action and are arranged in
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the order that a principal would need to Consider while.
building community ,involvement. An. appendix gives some
prototype budgets for the support of neighborhood' groups
at various resource levels. An expanded discussion of

. the options, along. with specifitcxtations to the evidence
on which the recoMmendations are based, is included in
the companion interpretive essay.

--;

J.

0
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1

L'. WHY SHARE CONTROL?

The importance and complexity of school govern-
ance suggest caution in changing'it. 'Current decision -
making arrangements place a great deal of the available
control at the discretion of the principal. that control
should only be.shared if there is reason to believe that
significant increases in goal achievement will result.
This section defines control' sharing and relates it to
the achievement of the most important and most commonly
accepted goals of° public schooling.

Shared' control has three characteristics: (1)

the regular opportunity for community participation in a
comprehensive range of policy

//
matters; (2) the inclusion of
all relevant points of view; 'DEFINITION f
and (3).the probability that
the community's participation OF SHARED
will have an effect on school
policy. One term in each of CONTROL
the three parts eeds clarifi-
cation. "Polic ' refers to
important or si nificant matters that affect. the children
of the school. "Relevant" points of view include the
interests of all the school's parents; it also includes
non-parent community members such as businessmen,
religious groups, social welfare agencies, etc.* "Probabil-
ity" refers tothe fact that since we are talking about
shared, not total, control, we can expect to find the
community's will prevailing some of the time on some
issues. Probability refers to compromise and cooperation
and that applies to both communities and administrators

*For a more detailed discussion; see Part III,
"Who Should Be Involved." The community involvement
mechanism described-here does not include in its member-
ship either para-professionals or teachers. Both play
crucial roles in school/community relations, but both are
already firmly established in the decision process of
local schools. Their influence does not depend on access
to this mechanism since they already share control; their
additional presence in the group discussed here would also
raise conflict-of-interest questions.
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within the Control-shairing.arrangement. It is extremely
important to recognize at the outset that control is not
an either/OT situaticin:,- It can be shared in almost
_infillite (but poorlyiunderstood) gradations. For prin7
cipa1s this is signiftcant becalise it means that the

econtrol situ Pion can be sliaped'precisely to the needs of
both the community and the school's professional staff.
Control.can be sha,4d both with respect to how much and
in what, and thoseldeterminations can be based on the
local reality.

The definition of shared control stresses the
regular opportunities for potentially binding or authori-
tative part'icipat'ion in significant matters.. This is
distinct departure from the most common.curient prac ces
in Which involvement either stops at the advisory level
(that is, at the discretion of the principal the
neighborhood's :opinions, may or may not affect the school's
policy) or it is focused on traditional public relations.
In the traditional public relations model, involvement
resembles manipulation. It concentrates on communi-
cations from the school to the community, stresses support
for,the status quo, assigns.,citizens a passive and de-
pendent .consumer role, and preservds the autonomy of
professionals. The diestinction between-shared control on
the one hand and advisory and public relations involve-
ment on the other, is clearly a matter of the effect or
impact of the neighborhood's activities. In shared
control, the probability of the.community making'a
definitive input is takdn for granted. The question
comes how much control is to be shared and over what
(see Section IV) .

Being a school principal takes'years of
tr-ining, a great deal of judgment, and lots of energy.
Most school principals feel that they have little enough
power to deal with the tasks they face: why should they
diminish what thd,have by sharing it with others? The
most persuasive reason to do so would be evidence that
sharing resulted in increased achievement of the school's
goals. In-creases in community participation have been
associated with increased goal achievement in four areas:
(1) education achieveMent of pupils; (2) institutional
responsiveness; (3) support for schooling; and (4) lemc
cratic principle. [Note: Each of these areas is treated
briefly below. For a detailed consideration of the
evidence, see the interpretive essay.]
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Both educators c.nd neighborhoods.share an inter-

est in increasing the achieveMent of children. Recent
research hag-made the, case for AA association between.

. 'high-(or increased) student
achievement and high (or in- .%
creased). parent involVement. GOAL 1:
The kind of involvement whiCh
is most clearly related to 'EDUCATION
student achievement is the
child-centered involvement of° ACHIEVEMENTr. 'parents,with the family-based
activitie§ of their own ch,i1- A-

dren.. Parents who build civic skills by participating in
educational policy.d ermillation for an entire school
shmild also be more i dined to work purposefully with
their-own ....;p4ildren. tyond that, there'may be a. transfer
ofthe_senSe-of personal efficacy which the parent ex-
periences upon participating in school decision making

.

to'
the child who may then also feel more personally effi-
cacious, more in control, and thus motemotivated to
learn. The parent's sense of Increased control may
generalize to the,child's sense of increased control.
In Equality of-EducationalAOpportunity, James S. Cole4n
found that. the pupil attitude factor' which measured the
extent to which a pupil felt control over his own destiny,

5". . . appears to have a stronger relationship to achieve-
!-ment than d4 allithe 'school' factors together. . . ."
In addition, the parent's interest in the school may set
an example for' the child to emulate and the fact that the
school' is responsive to the parent may help persuade the
child that...the school is a relevant and empathetic
institution.

All of these effects are strongest where the
.involvement itself is the most intense and significant;
Parents who partiCipate the most are most likely to reap
these benefits, but the benefits are. also available to
other community members who tare rerresented by their
peers.

One major'way in which the neighborhood school
responds to its clientele is by increasing the eddcationa1
achievement of students. How-
ever, the ....pntent of what is
learned, the process through GOAL 2:
which it is taught, the
identities,of the people who INCREASED
do the teaching, and other INSTITUTIONAL
similar factors, are often RESPONSIVENESS

7
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of considerable interest to the school's constituents.
As the neighborhood presence grows in.terms of numbers,
time, knowledgea6ility, and scope of involvement, it
becomes morelikely,that it will present demands and
follow up on them in ways that ensure' greater congruity
between schpol and community. The evidence shows that
professionals (administrators and especially teachers)
recognize concerned and actively involved parents and
pay increased attention to their children and to the
'needs expressed by their parents.

That process works bpth ways. The more pro-
fessionals and.lay.people interact, the more opportuni-
ties professionals have to persuade.lay-people of the
wisdom. 3f professionally recommended policy. In. the
first instance, theschool changes in "response to the
citizens; in the second, the citizens' own goals c me to

'institution.coincide with those of the nstitution. Responsiv ness.
is thus a two-war street and the leadership role, ike
the participation in decisions, is shared between lay and
professional people. In both cases, the perceived
distance between the two is lessened and the. local school
and its clientele'have movedecloser because of neighbor-
hoodhood involvement.

*
w.

To exist, urban schools need at least the
passive acquiescence oethe neighborhoods they serve.
To .succeed, Urban 'Schools need the support of those neigh-
borhoods. Getting more support
for the schools, both finptial
and affective,. has been one of
the traditional purposes for in GOAL 3:
volving,communities. Support
for the schools goes up if SUPPORT FOR
what the school does is close
to what the neighborhood -SCHOOLING
wants it to do. When neigh-
borhood participation makes the .,.

school more responsive; to,neighborhood desires, then the
agreement between the two will also increase support for
the school.

This relationship' is reinforced at the individ-
, ual level. People tend to approve of what they have a,-

hand in determining. When a person invests time and
energy in somethieng,_there is a tendency to value that
thing and to become more identified with it on



a personal and social basis than might otherwise.be the -

case. Being around professionals,-para7professionals; and
other people who are committed to the.school increases the
amount of favorable information a participant will
feceive about the school.. Thus at the personal level,

t

increasing involvement*will increase the support which
most participants feel for the school and its staff.

L.

.
i

The last of the reasons why control should be
shared has to.do with the value in this society that those;
people whose lives are affected by an institution..should,
in some fashion, participate in
the control of.that institution.
Schools affect important aspects GOAL 4:
of the social and material well-
being that their students will DEMOCRATIC
enjoy. Schoolsare directly
relevant to the,ambit3ons which PRINCIPLE
parents have for their children
and they are major -public
agencies in terms of taxes spent and social missions perF
formed. At the neighborhood level these effects suggest
that there should be neighborhood participation in
school decision making. Participation affects educatiOnal
achievement, institutional responsiveness, and support for
schooling, but even if it did not, it would still be
justified on this principle alone.

These four very important goals can be achieved
through community involvement. Two central points need
to be made.here., The first is that the probability and
the amount of these benefits are related to the intensity
and significance of the involvement. The benefits to the
school and community are directly related to how many
people participrate how much in important decisions. In
this-fieldr--where little risked, nothing is gained.
The evidence clearly, indicates that community involvement
is successful when it is significant. The second point
is that the four goal areas are cumulative. Where a
school involves people because it wishes to increase
achievement, that involvement will also contribute to
responsiveness, support; and the democratic principle.
Involvement is justified on the total goals achieved, not
simply on any single goal.



II. WHEN TO SHARE CONTROL AND WHAT TO EXPECT:

The most obvious answer to the question when
to share control, is whether the need is felt to raise
goal achievement in the areas just described. Involve-
ment is a purposeful stlzategy that is directly relevant
to what administrators want the schools to do. The
second answer to the "when" question relates to the need
for help,from the community. The creation of a temporary
"citizens committee" is a,commOn tactic in districts that
raise their,own money through elections. The fact that
such committees=areoften seen by the voters as un-
democratic ruses should tell urban administrators some-
thing about the timingof involvement. If participation
is expected to provide a reservoir of support then it
must be built well before 'it is needed.

The two most profound problems of urban education
are race relations and money. Both problems generate in-
tense feeling and neither can be solved without the
cooperation and involvement of urban communities. Urban
school conflicts often turn around deeply felt racial
and ethnic beliefs; the more experienced and knowledge-
able the group is, the more likely it is to be of assist-
ance. That suggests that in order to have such a
resource,, even those principals who believe their neigh-
borhoods.to be quiet, passive, and allegiant, should -

seriously consider increasing involvement. On the other
hand, an existing crisis can sometimes provide the oppor-
tunity for mobilization (see next section, "Who Should be
Involved--Crisis Origin"). Thus, to summarize, involve-
ment should begin when increased goal achievement is
sought. It should start well before it is needed. -It
should be sought in quiet as well as in crisis-afflicted
communities.

Historically, increases in involvement have
come mostly in response to crisis and conflict. That
association has made a lot of administrators apprehen-
sive about the community involvement. Inviting lay
people into school decision making will seem like asking
for trouble. For example, on a general level, the goals
of community involvement may seem uniformly desirable,
but on a practical level, there is likely to be disagreement
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about them. Sem citizens may feel /that their local
school does not eserve support bec use they are
dissatisfied wit the building or ith the curriculum
or with the pets nnel. Groups in he neighborhood will
almost certaifilx,disagree about wh ch specific
aspects of theirSchool should be ow responsive to

t.

which people, how soon. Where in ierests differ and re-
sources are limi ed, disagreemen about priorities is
practically inevitable. Principa s will not need re-
minding that there is a certain amount of conflict in
a neighborhood wh ther or not a Mechanism for involvement
exists. The pres nce of a ell-designed mechanism for
community involvement provides a/channel for conflict
and enhances the prospect it wip be successfully
resolved.

There is another point which is perhaps even
more important and frequently'overlooked. :A great deal
of the disagreeme4t inherent in neighborhoOds reflects
differencesof interest and of perception Which are
quite legitimate. ; Conflict arises simply ,from the pur-
suit of many different peOpleos self-interest. It is to
be expected when important public values are at stake.
It is probably fair to say that most schools are
surrounded by neighborhoods that appear to be
quiescent about school policy issues. When public de-
cisions are made, they are often made by what seems to
be consensus. That is, everyone appears to agree on a
course of action. Consensus is an important thing.
Where it is possible to make decisions unanimously, the
benefits of harmony and goOd will are desirable. But,
there are many instances in which some people will be
unwilling to agree with a particular course; they will
want to continue to pursue their own interests because
they feel they are right. In those instances the most
that can be hoped for is that people will consent to
the decision although they'w111 be unwillinTTYToin
a consensus about it. (It is relevant to note that
American government rests not on consensus, but on the
consent of the governed.) Thus, when some people's
interests are not reflected in a decision, they allow
it to be carried out, but reserve the right to continue
to press for their belief.

The difference between these two patterns can
be crucial for schodl administrators who are used to
superficially harmonious community "participation."
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Consensus. is a useful way to proceed, but if it is
unobtainable, principals should not expect people to
give up the differences which prompted the disagreement.

Conflict is not a sign of failure. The
absence of unanimity does not mean something is wrong.
Where interests differ and resources are limited, citizens
sjiould understand their differences, agree to the
resolution, but NOT abandon the pursuit.of their own
interests. The wormed consent of the neighborhood
is as honorable a goal as consensus and quite often
more realistic.

There are different kinds of conflict. Some
conflict is constructive in that it accurately
registers what people want the school
to do. It signals the school about CONFLICT
the different interests it must try to
serve and provides valuable and con-
structive guidance. Then there is destructive or
rancorous conflict in which people pursue their differences
to the point that they are no longer willing to work
together to solve common problems. That willingness
to work together is the definition of "community" and
it can be destroyed by uncontrolled conflict. There has
been much less rancorous conflict in schools than the
media's attention to a few newsworthy events might
indicate. In addition,, the rhetorical high water mark
of demands for total community control has passed. There
are very few places where communities wish to replace
professionals in operating the schools. Nonetheless,
principals are right to be concerned about the possibility
of uncontrolled conflict. Where it has destroyed
communities (and careers and the teaching/learning
environment) it has done so for two reasons that are
directly relevant to this manual. First, no effective
mechanisms existed to channel and resolve the conflict.
Second, the people involved (professionals and lay
people) lacked the experience necessary to handle their
disagreements.

If there is a minimal level of conflict in a
neighborhood, then establishing an involvement mechanism

12



may be relatively costless. If there is already more
substantial conflict, then the presence of the mechanism
can only help with an already-difficult situation. But
what about conflicts which develop--and escalate--after
the group's establishment? What should the principal do
about those? The answer is the same with or without a
mechanism for community involvement. In great part,
of course, it depends on the issue. The answer to the
question "Who's right?" determines a great deal about
the principal's response. But in the absence of that
.information, the first reaction of most principals would
be to mediate while staying relatively uninvolved. If
mediation fails, if the stakes escalate, and if the
principal joins in, then it is with the same risks as are
always involved in conflict situations. The point is
that, when conflict is unavoidable, the principal's
decision to, become involved or not is a personal one.
But the outcome of that conflict may depend on how care-
fully the group was designed and supported by the principal.

The opposite side of the coin from visible con-
flict is neighborhood apathy. The political culture of
some communities emphasizes respect for tradition and
deference to authority. Such communities often appear
to be very allegiant and quiet about educational matters
until some grievance precipitates a change. Principals who
work with these communities will need to be aware of their
attitudes' and perhaps also of the need to build knowl-
edgeable involvement prior to crises. Other communities
are so alienated from their schools--and vice versa-
and the schools are such forbidding institutions in
some places, that there is little if any involvement. A
more common pattern is the situation in which the
opportunities for involvement offered by the school to
parents and other citizens are so trivial and so tangen-
tial that they do not elicit any significant response.
Principals who use advisory committees to rubber stamp
decisions which have already been made, who consistently
override advice, or wiln never ask parents about policy
questions central/Ito teaching and learning should not
conclude that their neighborhoods are apathetic. It is
much more likely that the citizens have made a reasonable
response to an unrewarding opportunity.

Principals are in the middle of what happens
between schools and communities. What are the likely

13



personal consequences of increased involvement for them?
Principals who believe their current
stock of power to be inadequate to DECREASED
the demands of their jobs would
probably rather increase their PERSONAL
control of the school affairs in-
stead of sharing it. Principals CONTROL'
may also take some consolation
in the fact that they are not
alone among professionals in having to accept greatly
increased lay involvement. The general (and irresistible)
societal trend toward more democratic participation
by urban citizens, clients, andcconsumers is affecting
schools along with health, social welfare, and
housing institutions. The reality of community and
client participation is quite simply anew boundary
on professional decisions. Those decisions are, already
Circled by participants with whom the principal'has to
share control. Teacher unions, faction's within the
staff, other building administrators, and numerous
bureaucratic superiors are already thoroughly involved
in the control of the school. Thus, most principals
already recognize-that autonomy or the idea of so10.y
personal control is an illusion. The neighborhood, group
may stabilize and systematize what is already a reality,
but whether it does or not, the group is an opportunity
for the principal to capitalize on involvement for the
purpose of achieving the school's goals. Finally, there
is some evidence that indicates the paradoxical result

,)pf.decreasing personal control through sharing it may
actually instead enhance the principal's ability to succeed
with the school's goals. The remainder of this handbook
describes how neighborhood involvement can be realized.
The mechanisms described have been designed specifically
to cope with, and to make creative use of some disagree-
ment, and to overcome apathy and reluctance on the
part of urban neighborhood residents.
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III: WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED?

Who speaks for "The CoMmunity"? That
question is one of the most difficult faced by all urban
public administrators, not just school people. An
accurate refection of neighborhood opinions, strengths?
and needs is one of the most useful things which a
neighborhood group can provide the principal. The
grouR's Ability to do that will depend on how it was
selected. The importance of elections will be stressed
here, but elections are not something which the principal
either can or should control. On tht other hand, the .

principal is a directly concerned individual who
bears-a good deal of the responsibility for the quality
of school/community relations. The whole purpose of
this manual is to give the principals the kind of
information they need in order to play an active
leadership role in community involvement. In this
area, as in many others, the principal's influence will
be substantial. (And of course, the principal's
responsibility not to abuse that role--by setting up. .a
committee of cronies, for example--is.also substantial.)
Thus, the principal may wish to restrict his role in the
selection process to calling attention to a number of
desirable attributes of involvement, and perhaps to
suggesting ways in which they may be achieved.

For example, it is desirable that the group
be broadly representative; it should reflect all seg-
ments of the neighborhood or it will not be seen as a
legitimately representative group. Second, it should
give the school access to both the existing and the
potential contributions of the neighborhood. That
means that in addition to people who are already
active in the school or who are already,involved in
public affairs, people whose potentiAl exceeds their
experience should be encouraged to take part. There
should be some young people, and some people who have
not yet become known throughout the neighborhood. Other.
social welfare agencies in the community may help to
identify these people as can churches and social groups.
Involving these people can demonstrate the group's
intention to include all points of view; it can pro-
vide training for additional people; and it can ensure
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a pool of qualified indigenous leaders who will
provide,_continuity to the group over time.

Community involvement can originate in
response to a particular event'or as a part of a con-
scious effort. It can also be a logical development
from the efforts, of existing groups. Where involve-
ment begins in response,to a dramatic event or
crisis. such as a budget reduction, or a personnel
controversy, that crisis can be
used as a basis for mobilizing a CRISIS
more general purpdSe and lasting
effort. Since the dramatic event ORIGINS
will already have focused attention
on the schools, the task becomes one of balancing the
points of view represented and insuring that the in-
volvement does not dissolve when the crisis is past.
It helps a lot if the principal can feel that the
total burderi of resolving the crisis, 'the total
responsibility for finding a solution, is not solely
hers or. his. An attitude of openness, an expectatiol
that others can and will come forward, helps make tact
participation a reality. The experience gained by the
early, crisis-stimulated participants can contribute
to the later success of the group. Involvement which
originates in crisis situations can provide the basis
for more stable interction; but in order for that to
happen, it is necessary that participation be expanded
and the group's concerns be widened to include more than
the original incident or event. The principal should
keep in mind that different people are interested in
different things. Adding issues and topics to the
agenda of a group increases the number of people
who may wish to be involved.

Community involvement may also be developed
without the assistance of a precipitating event. It
can be a response to a government mandate or,it can be
planned and initiated by educators
or other concerned people. How- PLANNED
ever, when it is initiated by
professionals, especially by pro- BEGINNING
fessionals who do not live in the
neighborhood, then it is extreme.ly
important that neighborhood residents be encouraged to
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participate as soon as possible.. Without that early
participation, relevant information is greatly
reduced and so is the crucial identification of the
community-with the involveMent mechanism.

The third way in which an involvement
mechanism can come into being is as a logical ex-
tension of an existing group.
Advisory groups or parents EXTENSION
associations haveosometimes
provided a successful foundation for more intensive and
authoritative involvement. The advantages'of building
on these groups is the ready availability of experienced
people. On the other hand, since the purposes and
requirements of control sharing are different from those
of advi'ce and traditional public relations, the fea-
tures of the existing group (composition, topical
focus, etc.) should be carefully reviewed and modified
as necessary according to the topics dealt with here.

Member Selection

How do people become members of school-related
groups? The most common way is simply by volunteering.
People who show an interest in school affairs make them-
selves.available or are asked to serve on such groups.
Although the fact of volunteering guarantees-some
motivation to take part, it does not guarantee that the
volunteer can do an adequate job of speaking for the
neighborhood. Since the poorest people are least likely
to have the time or inclination to volunteer., a member
selection process which rests only on volunteerism
will not represent their interests.

In the case of a continuing group which is
expanded, the members of the existing group often select
either their successors or the additional members. Un-
fortunately, since people tend to choose those others who
are most like themselves, this self - perpetuating procedure
freezes an earlier balance of views, and in a very short
period of time the group may lose its ability to re-
flect the total interests of the neighborhood.

Three alternate selection methods should be
considered: (1) appointment; (2) election; and (3)
a combination ,of appointment and election. The same
questiorsarAse in all instances--who is to do the
selection and on what basis?
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For a building principal to appoint thdse
with whom-control is shared is not recommended for
several obvious reasons having to do with the .

possibility of abuse, the probable lack
of neighborhood confidence in the APPOINTMENT
appointees, and ,tile simple, fact that
the procedure isJ incompatible with the!
democratic prOciple of self-governance. It might be
possible to aflovi....the Parent-Teacher Associations,
block associations, tenant associations, etc., to
appoint a number of members. However, since such
appointmentS mill be objectionable to people on
grounds largely similar to those against allowing !
administrator to make appointments, it is not
recommended. Appointment should be used only in
unusual circumstances, for example, the selection
of a temporary group charged with initiating-more
systematic involvement. Even there, extreme caution
should be used so that these screening groups or elec-
tion committees are perceived as being fairly repre-
sentative of the community. The most common, and
perhaps most accurate objection to appointed groups'is
that they are not "representative." Including some
manifestation of religion, ethnicity, attitude toward
the school, attitude toward a variety of relevant
political and social issues,-plus othersituationally
relevant characteristics - -and displaying_ appropriate
combinations of all of those-characteristicsall
within a group of perhaps a dozen peoPle is a
fantastic task. The inevitable result will be that
some people, perhaps many people, will feel left out.
Thus, it is much better to'give.people the opportunity
to decide for themselves whom they want to represent
them.

Elections are the preferable method of selec-
tion since they begin the process of involvement on
the broadest possible basis and help insure the
acceptabjlity of its results,. The
proper cbnduct 'of an election, even ELECTIONS
on a small scale such-as a neigibor-
hood is likely to require considerable planning. An
eleCtion committee may be .formed to help plan and con-
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duct the election. The following points are a
general guide to election procedure. They may, of
course, be modified to fit particular' situations..,

... Any adult living in the school's
geographic attendance area should be eligible to vote.
In the ordinary course of.things, parents will be the
most interested and will dominate the election, but
'other citizens should have the opportunity to vote as
well. Membership, and certainly not dues-paying
membership, in a school association should not be
required in order to vote. ,/

Any adult living in the attendance area
should be eligible to run for office except those
people who are currently employed by the local school.

[Note: The Special Case of Para-Professionals and Teachers

Para-professionals and teachers are likely to
require special attention from the principal. Most
para-professionals are selected for employment -
exactly because of their knowledge of the community
and their ability. to bridge the, gap between it and the
school. It may be difficult for them to agree that a
characteristic which qualifieS them to participate in
one capacity should prevent them from taking part in
another. They may regent what may seem to be a denial
of a democratic privilege. Of course the same argUmpnt
can be made by any teacher who lives in the community.
There are, nonetheless, two compelling arguments
against their eligibility for membership:,on.the shared
control group. First, if, the group is indeed to share
control in the sense of significant policy determination,
then it wouldbe a conflict of interest to have the school's
employees determining their own policy. Think for
example ofthe difficulties which would'arise in per-
sonnel selection and in program evaluation. The second
objection is that the school's employees are already
influential participants in policy. determination.
Simply because they implement policy, they will also

,inevitably influence it. In addition, professional
unions and associations are zealous guardians of the
interest of teachers, and to some extent, of para-
professionals. Allowing teachers and other school
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mployees to serve on this mechanism of community in-
volvement would move away from a new balance of inte,'-
ests and back in the direction of professional dominance
,which the mechanism is designed inter alieto reme y.]

. . . Notice of the impending election hould
be prominently displayed, especially outside the school,

- well in advance of the closing date fOr rominations.
- Leaflets) newspaper, .church and, club a4nounce ents,
and telephone chains may also be used. Caref 1 attention
will need to be given at this point, as at a 1 others
throughout this guide, to make any informatjzon avail-
able in all of the languages used by the area's
residents.,

. . . A nominating petition, but with a small
number of required signatures (say, 25), shodld be
used to place a name on the ballot. People should not
be, allowed to sign. more petitions than some fraction'
(say, one -half) of the available seats up for election.'

. . nights and other opportuni-
ties to make views known should-b7 arranged. Attendance
will be improved if these are held along with other .

school activities, especially,where those activities
involVe a lot of children as performers.

. . . All candidates should run'at large and
simply for membership, not for pre-designated positions
like chair person. This allows the group, once elected,
to-determine for itself its own organization and leader-
ship. Most attendance areas are small enough to-do
away with the.need to have people selected-on any
smaller geographic or other basis grade level for
example. For high schools, where--attendance areas
cover more than. one neighbor,cood and it seems desirable
to elect group member-s-from smaller areas, extreme
caution should.be -dsed in dividing up those areas.
Drawing lineS around and between areas guarantees.the
electiOn of particular points of view.; the group which
-results could easily be unfairly representative. On
the other hand, electing everyone at large (that is,
from,the whole geographic area, not from parts) can' end
up the same way. A minority of say 20 per cent of those
voting--who might have been able to send a representa-
tive to the group if their area had been designated as
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an,_election districtmay, under the at-laige procedure
simply never be able to select anyone. The dileimpa is
a real one; which method is more fair depends'on partic-
ular local conditions.

. . . The election should be scheduled at a
time that will be most convenient to most people (a
,weekday afternoon and evening, preferably including the
night of a'school "Open House ")., Since turnout will be
small, it may be helpful to consider hOlding the elec-
tion overJa 36-hour period,'or running it at the sate
time tha, people are voting in:another city,staXe or
Federal election.

. . . The place of voting should be the school.
Where,'as in the case of a bussed-in populatidn,,there
are two attendance areas, there, should be centrally
located, easily accessible places to vote in both areas:

. Absentee ballots should*be provided.as
long'as they arrive in time to be counted with regular
ballots. Whether or not it is necessary to provide for
absentee ballots is something that should be decided
locally according to-available resources and probable
need. The same holds true of several of the other
featuressuggested here.

. . . The ballot. itself should be secret, re
produced in all relevant languages, and the order in
which the names appear should be determined by chance.

. . . Voters must present proof of residence
(but without a minimum time limit for residence) and
should either be checked off a prepared list or
added to an alphabetized list at the time of voting.
Voters should sign the list as they vote. (These records
are confidential and should be retained as such by the
principal or the election committee.)

. . . The election will not be valid unless a
specified minimum turn-out of eligible voters is achieved
,(perhaps 5 per-cent of the attendance area population or
20 per cent of the parents)-.

prompt.
The ballot count should be public and
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. . . People .with the. highest number of votes
will be elected.

. . New electIons should be held ever,' ear
-either in the fall of the spring. A spring election has
the advantage of allowing some time for informing the
new members prior to their taking:office. A fall
election may get a higher turnout, espeCially of resi-
dents who are new to the attendance area. Because of <
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graduation and family mobility_. aschool's parent //

clientele turns over quite rapidly. The yearly election
of at least one-third of the membership (see V, "Organi-
zation") provides replacement membe'rs and can keep the- /7

group representative of the neighborhood.

Elections can maximize the amount of self-
determination exercised by a neighborhood. _But .elections
do not necessarily guarantee that the membership Of the
group will meet every desired characteristic; .The pro-
cedures suggested above are exactly that, suggestions
which need to be reviewed in light of loCal'circum-
stances. If it seems likely that an election will
produce unfair. results or inaccurate representation,
then the principal and the community will want to con-
sider ways to improve the selection process.,tOne way
to ensure the fairnesS of the election procedure it-
self is to have the election conducted by an outside
agency--'for example, the city board of clectidns. That
is however likely to be more costly than It is worth.
Neighborhood-based elections can be run properly by an
impartial election committee that is aware of the need
for procedural safeguards of the sort described here.

One method of insuring a broadly representa-
tive group is to create a "delegate assembly." Delegate,
assemblies have representatives, who are chosen by .their
organizations, and sent to,the assembly as representa-
tives of those particular groups. Delegate assemblies
have worked well as cor,rdinating Jevices on a city-wide
basis for Community Action' Programs. If a neighborhood

;was several active and concerned education-related
organizations, a delegate assembly may be helpful in
representing those groups. Block associations, tenant
groups, Social welfare agencies and councils, grade
level organizations, and others might, for example,
appoint some delegates to'the group. (However, the
need for representation of all parts of the comml4nity,
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,including the, ess,organized people, should be carefully
considered. A delegate assembly, by itself, is unlikely
to deliver satisfactory representation.)

It is obviously possible to combine the dele-
gate assembly procedure'with an at-large election. For
example, half of the plates in a group may be assigned to
organizationS in theneighborhood.
Those organizations may. then
either appoint or elect theiT COMBINED /6

representatives. The other. half
of the places would be-filled by ELECTION
an elettion. While this cembi

.7' nation might help to insure AND
broad repreSentation, it might
also effectively double the APPOINTMENT .--
influence of existing groups.
In addition to getting to
thaose' their own representatives through the delegate
assembly procedure, those groups may be able to use their
organizational resources to unduly influence the election.

The principal needs to keep in mAdt5at the
methods for selecting the group's members will strongly
influence the sort of group
which emerges. The principal THE PRINCIPAL'S
has the..responsibility and-
the opportunity to influence ROLE IN
some aspects of this process.
There is a fine'line between, MEMBER SELECTION
on the one hand, encouraging
and assisting neighborhood
involvement, and on the other, unduly determining-its out-
come., The chances of crossing that line can be reduced
if the principal acts openly, carefully, and in cooper-
ation with the community.

An election can minimize, but not eliminate
recriminations about.the social class, racial, and ethnic
.make -up of the group. A properly conducted election pro-
vides a forum for all points of view--supportive and
critical--to be expressed and then allows that expression
to be reflected in the composition of the group. If
grade levels are relevant (for example, the parents of
younger and of older children sometimes have important
disagreements). then grade levels should be reflected in
the, group. If groups feel strongly about innovation
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(either for or against) or particular teaching practices,
, then they should have. avoice iii` sthe group. If there are

an.0-school, or anti-administration forces, they, too,
hare a right to compete for the support of the neighbor -
hood. The election itself will help people feel that
the school is responsive to them; when periodic re-
elections occur, those elections will also help people
get their complaints acted upon and insure that the school
is responsive to them.

The prospect of conflict is not a happy one for
most school administrators even though (or perhaps be-
cause) they deal with so much of it. The possibility
that elections-or lay governance of any sort--will en-
courage factions and blocs and controversy makes many
administrators wary of community involvement. Yet most
administrators recognize that their neighborhoods are not
homogeneous and that controversy is never very far from
the surface. Even at the level of the neighborhood
school there are important differences which need careful
and respectful attention. If the goals suggested
earlier are to be realized, then treating community in-
volvement in all its facets as a matter for systematic
attention over time is clearly recommended. It should
be stressed that involvement is a continuing process:
representative groups working in technical areas like
education take time to become established, knowledgeable;
and accomplished participants. Principals working with
such groups should be at least as patient with that
group:s training and education as they were with the long
process of their own professional preparation.
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IV. WHAT SHOULD THEY DO?

From everyone's point of view, this is the para-
mount question about community involvement. It has two
aspec how much control is to be shared; and, control
over what. When the subject of sharing control comes
up, many principals tend-tchink of it in absolute terms;
yet/no principal has absoluteauthority or total power

__over the, things which happen within his or her school.
Neither total professional control nor total community
control is a possibility. A little reflection will 'in-
dicate that most decisions are compromises worked out
between different positions. Many decisions are strongly
influenced by an estimate of the anticipated reaction of
different groups. How will the teachers react? What
about the para-professionals? Can this be made more
acceptable to those who favor open classrooms?
Every time a principal-modifies a decision to take some
one else's views into account, control is being shared.

The informal sharing of power is:one aspect of
this. Principals often seek out and defer to the judg-
ment of others on specific matters of education policy.
They also avoid making some judgments that they know will
be unacceptable to powerful factions or groups within the
school. The net effect of these informal realities is to
locate policy determination between the principal and
others--especially teachers. But there are formal

. restraints as well. School principals operate within a
net of contractual obligations (especially about personnel
matters), legislative mandates (the State school code
will cover parts of virtually every aspect of the school),
central office regulations, special program regulations,
and constitutional requirements. All of those boundaries
are better known to administrators than to lay people, and
they will be the source of constant friction unless a
concerted effort is made to outline to the community the
impact of these restraints on the autonomy of the local
school and its local control-sharing group. That task is
the principal's responsibility.

Thus, schools. are already conglomerations of
legal checks and balances and informal alliances of



teachers, para-professionals, headquarters, grade level,
and program groups, existing parent groups, and dtherg--
all striving to take part in "professional"-decisions.
The difference between the current informal reality of
shared control and the creation of a neighborhood group.
for the same putpose is not a small thing. The group .

will have important consequences for the principal. How-
ever, from one point of view, the group is a formali-__

iation and an extension of what is already an unsystem-
atic reality for most urban principals. Because that is
the case, principals are already in possession of some
ways to make up their minds about how much control they
feel should be-shared.

What sorts of concerns do'principals usually
have about this matter? What standard-S. are appropriately
used to determine their position? It i5 always difficult .

to make these decisions in the
abstract, without the guidance
specific facts give. Yet, the HOW MUCH
initial decision about a com-
munity involvement mechanism CONTROL
will usually,have to be made
in a sort of 'have or have-not" SHOULD BE
lump.- Should the principal
become committed.to a control SHARED?
sharing mechanism or not? The
stormy history of.decentrP.1-,
ization in some cities, tare relative lack 9f experience
with control-sharing groups at the neighbothood level,
and the natural striving toward independence common to
all professionals are likely to be sources of real ap-
prehension. That apprehension will have to be weighed
against the prospects for increased goal achievement along,
with whatever situational factors exist (for example, a
mandate from the central board or from Federal agencies).

The principal will also need to consider some
other things in making the initial, overall judgment.
What are'the prospects for accurate representation of
neighborhood needs and interests. Will the group's in-
volvement help achieve the school's goals; and if so,,how
much will it help? How much power will the group have--
that is, when the principal and the group disagree, whose
judgment will prevail?

The, problem of legal authority is closely linked
to the question of power. The statutes governing most
school systems make the build--
ing principal "the responsible LEGAL
head of .the school." Legally,
the principal is responsible AUTHORITY
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for what happens in the school even though de facto control
over school matters may be widely shared. What about sit-
uations in which decisions are made at least in part by
other people and the principal dissents. If something
goes wrong, the.principal is responsible, not.fhe Other
participants. Principals have reason to be concerned
about this imbalance between their control of decisions
and'theif responsibility for.results. (The imbalance
occurs not just between neighborhoods and principals but
also between unions and principals.) The long-term
resolution and one that will require lots of effort may
be to find ways for lay groups at the neighborhood level
to share decision making responsibility (or accountability)
in the same proportion that they share control.. The
election of the group should help with that, in that one
of the consequences of bad judgment or,unresponsiveness
may be not being returned to the group. In the long run,
we will probably have to find other ways to hold group
members at least as accountable for their actions as are
school board members. Those developments rest on changes
in State education law that will be too slow in arriving
to do school principals much immediate good with this
difficult problem. In the short run principals will have
to rely on their own.persuasive powers and especially on
their faith in the judgment of neighborhood people.

The question remains--in a dispute- -can the
neighborhood group overrule the principal? When push
comes to shoVe, who must yield to whom? In almost every
case, the neighborhood's ability to "control" things,
which really means to influence, to participate, or to
share control, will rest on the same sort of basis as
does the principal's--the ability to convince other peo-
ple that something'is right or needs to be done. The
amount of control is decided by the ability to attract
Supporters and to exploit advantages. In practically
every instance, the result of shared control will be
shared influence over the outcome, and that outcome will
be a compromise. But, if it is not, if no compromise is
possible, if differences are irreconcilable, then because
of the legal authority of the principal, the principal
can invoke that legal authority to prevail. Of course,
the resort to legal authority is not without cost; its ---
price is often hostility, disillusionment, and sometimes,
a job.

Each principal will want to think through the
way these factors enter into the particular situation at
hand. The initial consideration may determine the
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principal's overall orientation to neighborhoOd involve-
ment, but involvement_is made up of more precise things
as well. For example, in what.sareasof the .school's
policy should the neighborhood group ' participate? Shou,ld
its participation be the same in each area?

* * * * *

There are five general', areas of school policy:
(1) curriculum; (2) budget; (3) teacher personnel; (4)
administrative,personnel; and
(5) student affairs. In each
area, the role to be played by -. CONTROL'
the neighborhood group will
depend on a series of factors OVER
which must be judged by the
principal in cooperation with WHAT
the group and with reference
to the local situation. Again,
speaking generally, these are:

A. the interests and abilities of the neighbor-
hood group itself;

B. other possible factors (teachers unions,
the central board, community action,gypups, etc.);

C. legal restraints (Federal, State, and local
laws, regulations, guidelines, contracts, etc.);

D. the estimated effects of the involvement on
acnieving the school's goals;

E. the availability of the means and opportu-
nity to influence decisions'.

Participation in school policy determination
means participation in the overall direction, not the
specific administration of the school. The distinction
is a favorite adage of the textbooks but practicing ad-
ministrators know how difficult it is to observe and
maintain. Routine administrative decisions sometimes
amount to policy in that they seriously affect many stu-
dents (for example, the handling of records or the choice
of testing materials) while "policy" announcements often
have no measurable impact on what really happens in a
given building. In addition, parent concerns are
stimulated by specific incidents and getting something
done about them ])evitably crosses into administrative,
not policy,conc cns.
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Three points should'be'made. First, the, tug of
war betweenr"policy" and "administration" goes on all the
time whether or not there is a Mechanism of shared. control.
An effective mechanism can ameliorate it. Second, shared
control should not be confined to such a small area onto
such specific questions that it fails to affect what the
school as a whole does. Third, the line between in-
volvement in policy and in daily operations is a difficult
but important one to establish. Sincere efforts to in-
volve neighborhoods at the policy level can attract
participation where it is most important while still
maintaining the principal's ability to make day-to-day
operating decisions.

1. Curriculum. The process and materials
through which teaching and learaing-:is conductot are
often.regarded as the province
of experts, and expert knowl-
edge is certainly a necessary CURRICULUM
input for this area. But lay
people are often quite useful POLICY
participants in determining
community preferences; stimula-
ting or supervising evaluations; reviewing current or
proposed parts of the curriculum, and making recommenda-
tions and pushing for their adoption.

The principal will need to 'decide whether or not
to encourage the neighborhood group to become involved in
the spectrum of curriculum activities and if so, on what
basis within the school (for all grades or.only some? for
all curricular topics or only some? which grades? which
topics?). The neighborhood group itself should also make
decisions about its interests. Having successful ex-
periences with participation early in its development
Can motivate groups to greater achievement. If it can
be arranged, a focus on an important, yet somewhat limited
and feasible problem, is a good way for a group to begin.
As the group gains in experience, more difficult problems
can be tackled.

Lay people who interest themselves in technical
matters usually need some assistance in dealing with pro-
fessionals (especially where the professionals use their
own jargon and expertise for partisan purposes). In the
curriculum area, for example, the efforts of. the-neighbor-
hood group should be coordinated with those of teachers
and headquarters specialists who can also get a better
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'idea of the strengths and interests of neighborhoods by
working with them. When a neighborhoodgroup has been 'n
existence for a couple of yeais, it will have come more
familiar with State textbook'laws, the whims of the
national publishing industry, a vflriety of different ways
to perform educational evaluations, and other topics which
can enhance its'involvement. As the expertise on both
sides grows, the prospects for a creative school/
community:paership increase.

2. Budget. Budget policy determines how re- .

sources are alloc4ed in the school; a related set of
questions deal wiW how schools'are
paid for at the dliticiO,level.
The neighborhood should!?be repro- BUDGET.
sented in district-wide decisions,
it may wish to argue and lobby for POLICY
more support, it may wish to parti-
cipate in city-wide coalitions for
state aid, but there is little else
that it can do directly in the area of finance. The amount
of money allotted to an individual school is usually deter-
mined by a formula which is beyond the principal's control.
This is; the kind of prior restraint which is often mis-
understood but which can be cleared up through shared in-
volvement in the budget process. Resource allocation'
within the school is anothir matter.

Some schools use a neighborhood parent groUp as
a'review board to consider that school's budget before it
is sent on to the central office. Sometimes this review
is organized on a school-wide, grade- level, or classroom
basis.. Unless there is ample time for the community
groups to ask for, receive, and consider additional in-
formation, and unless the budget is presented in a manner
that relates it to the neighborhood's concerns, these
budget "reviews" are little more than an opportunity to
approve what has already been decided.

Control sharing in the resource allocation pro-
cess at the building level requires more extensive parti-
cipation. In the budget process, as in other policy areas,
there are two dimensionsto community involvement: the
range of topics dealt with and the effect of involvement.
For example, the neighborhood's recommendations may be
purely advisory in nature (the principal may retain the
final say) or they may be binding, with the principal
being required to incorporate the community's ideas into
the budget. Or the effect of the group's involvement may
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be somewhere in between those poles. The precise amount
the -graup's involvement, like its topical concentration,

will be determined differently by the circumstancegs
surrounding. each local school. That is a process of
mutual negotiation and,experimentation, but the principal
should ieep in mind the'cardinal rule that involvement
succeeds when it is significant. In those cases in,which
the community's role is only adVisory and the principal
retains the decision-making authority, the need to respect
community opinion and to keep the community informed will
be increased exactly becauSe of the expectations 'created
by a mechanism of shared control.

With respect to the topical range of,involve-
Ment, at'least in the budget area, questions are very
likely to go to the heart of the teaching andlearning
process. What teachers and materials go to which chil-
dren? What are the priorities for new money requests and
how are they to be determined? How can programs be
evaluated and who should establish performance standards.
Involvement can range7over a variety of activities: es-
tablishing budget.priorities,.recommending budget cate-
gories and expenditures, and/or approving the final
budget. The group's role can also vary from adviCe, to
exhortation, to recommendation, to endorsement, to veto,
and so on, according to the various stages of the budget
;process.

Thai process has been properly called "the life-
blood of organizations." Neighborhood participation in it
implies a familiarity with existing needs and programs
and their costs, and a familiarity with alternate prog-
rams. The knowledge base required to do that is likely
to be a significant short-term obstacle to effective parti-
cipation. Neighborhood involvement will be most success-
ful when a nucleus of group members have established con-
siderable familiarity with the process. Because of turn-
over within the,group, this sort of training should be a
constant concern of the principal. (See Part VI, "How'
to Help Training`. ") Some of the best learning is done
by doing. Neighborhood groups should plunge into the
budget process early in the cycle of budget development.
Because the whole sequence of budget decisions are so
closely dependent on each other, early involvement is
essential.. It is also important that budget documents
and forms themselves be related not to bureaucratically
determined categories of expenditure (line items such
as "instructional salaries," etc.) but rather to the
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narrative justification for those expenditures (that is,
program items such as "two teacher aides per kinder-
garten classroom,"'etc.).

School principals sometimes complain that, no
one understands the. roblems they ace. Since thezthings
which need. to be done far.outstrip the resources avail-'
able to do them, the budget process is an opportunity to
describe some fundamental constraints on the neighborhood .

school. 'Participation in that process can be realistic
training for the group. A constant lament at the 'build-
ing level is the extent to which budget allocations are
determined "downtown." 'CoMmunfties need to recognize
that reality if they areto help in changing it. But
many schools which have involved community groups in all
the frustrations of budgeting have disCovered that. the
process turns parents into informed and effective allies
in the .struggle for more money and more discretion in
its use'.

a.

3 Personnel. The issues involved in neigh-
borhood par icipation in personnel decisions are similar
enough tha the two areas of teaching
and admit trative staff may be con-
sidered gether. Both rest on the PERSONNEL
ability f lay people to participate
in deci ions about professional
compet e--especially estimated future professional
compet rice. That is a difficult task for anyone but it
must e recognized that the professional's work will be
pract c6d upon the neighborhood's children and therefore
shou reflect the neighborhood's interest directly.

The situation is,a clear example _of why control
should .be shared rather than vested in any single group
or indiVidual. AdminiStrators alone, teachers- alone, lay
people alone cannot make adequate deciiion5 about matters
which are so central to all of their interests: Each
must respect the other's strengths and competencies and
THUTe strengths should be reflected in the procedures
established for decisions in this area. The use of a
personnel subcommittee is a one common procedure. The
subcommittee, which may work closely with administrators
and teachers, can help review and establish personnel
standards, interview new candidates, establish hiring
criteria, etc. Sometimes such committees screen all
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,new candidates and recoMmend, a small number,(say three)
from among whom the principit...6.T school board makes a
final selection. tubcommittee personnel may take part
in teacher evaluations with the principal. The sub-
committee may also participate in decisions about pro-
motion, transfer, andzdismissal. In the personnel area,-
as.ih the budget area, the effect Of involvement can take ,
a .number of forms. The subcommittee can have veto power '

over personnel decisions but lack the power to require
the administration do any particular thing. Alter-
natively; the subcommittee's depiisions may be.regarded
as final (either formally or informally), or they can be
treated as non-binding recommendations. Obviously, thisl
is'an area in which the legal situation. varies widely
from city to city. The roles described here are listed
as options for consideration as local circumstances
warrant. Those Iotal.circums'Orcesespecially the legal
framework governifig personnel nattersneeds to be clearly
communicated to the group so that exaggerated expectations
are avoided.

`Personnel is an especially sensitive area for
neighborhood involvement. The hard won rights of pro-
fessionals are clearly at stake and often jealously
guarded. Just as clearly, the economic, social, and
educational reasons for allowing qualified neighborhood
residents access to those same posit5.ons, 'are also at
stake. Fortunately for .everyone involved, the "how much"
and "in what" factors can be rather closely regulated in
this area to achieve the desired effect in o specific.
school. In some aspects of personnel policy it may be
better to have very authoritative involvement (binding
decisions) but only over a limited portion of the policy
area. Thus it might be impossible tc tenure a teacher
without the concurrence ,of.the shared-control group, yet
that group's role in promotions may )e strictly advisory.
The point is that "how much" and "in what" can be purpose-
fully regulated to achieve a proper balance of interests.
Obviously, arranging community involvement in the per-
sonnel area will require patience, energy, and good wall
on the part of everyone involved. The process of working
out 'a satisfactory arrangement is likely to be stormy and
educational.

Here again, principals will need to pay special
attention,to teachers. Shared control jives the community
a role in school policy determination W'Rich is very likely
to threaten some teachers. Since teachers carry out the
school's face-to-face interaction with the community,
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their cooperation is essential. It will be helpful to
point out the many ways in which teacher interests con-
tinue to be protected (from their own associations and
unions, by their daily participation in the-school's
affairs, by laws and regulations, by tenure, and es-
pecially, by their own diligent performance as educators).
Whenever possible and appropriate, teachers should be
-invited to participate in -tasks with the shared-control
group.

- .

.4. Student Concerns. The last major area of
school policy is that dealing with student-related con'
cerns, especially 'discipline. -

Members of the group can help
to

,

,review, plan and establish SAIIDENT
pollicies and procedures in
this area. Again, the precise CONCERNS
role played by the group can
range from advice to'policy .

Making. As with.other areas, the.potentiaI contributions
from the neighborhood 'must be balanced against the possi-
bility of favoritism or other undesirable' influences. A
'properly conducted member selection process for the neighA,../
borhood group should insure a group broadly representative.
of interests in the community. That representation, .

.

combined withthe experience of the group members and the
assistance of the principal should minimize the dangers
of abuse. (For sch 'ls-which deal with older students,
especially high schoo s, some student representation on
subcommittees or task forces in this area is mandatory.)

Summary: How Much and. About What?

How much control should be shared is directly
related to the area of school policy and to particular -

situations or events in each of those policy areas. In
every instance, the principal and the neighborhood group
will want to be guided.by an op- the -scene assessment of
their situation including (as Mentioned above):

1. the interests and capabilities (both
current and potential-of the shared-control group;

2. other interested people and groups;
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3. -legal restraints;

4. the availability ,of time and opportunities
for involvement;

5. the potential effect of any action on the
,achievement of the school's goals.

Even in.response to a crisis,- community involve-
tent does not emerge suddenly and blanket all areas of
school policy: Rather 4 develops a more or less
cumulative fashion. Interest in'ersonnel policies may
egive way to interest in budget development and be followed
by a concern with the rxtential of open classrooms. A
group's concentration,on the lines around its school's*
attendance area-may turn.into a focus on the kind of
facilities available to.its children The principal's
taskpis to encourage the accumulatio of experience and
to assist its transfer from one'area to aicother. Because
community involvrent develops over time through experience
with a number of different policy areas, it is neither
necessary nor desirable to attempt to decide, at one point
in time, the total dis'tribution of control in all-policy
areas, in all situations. ,

However, the impossibi ty of pred:zting every
aspect of community involvement does' NOT, mean that the
principal should not have a comprehensive and detailed
plan. Uncertainty and pbor preparation are two of the ,

most certain ways to arouse charges of bad faith from
neighborhoods.- The principal's commitment to involveme t
and the overall guidelines within which the principal
believes it should proceed,'must.be clearly and publicly
,stated.' Those guidelines can then be applied to parti- .

cular.contingencies or they can-be revised as events
dictate. (See Part V, "How Should the Group be Orga-
nized?")

The sharing of control means exactly that; but
th.:! intensity and scope of the group's involyement in any
particular decision is likely to be a ma.titer for mutual
and continuing resolUtion. However, realism suggests
that the principal's pivotal location and other responsi,-
bilities will reinforce his influence in this process.
That will be especittlly the case where eighborhood in-
volvement does not Aready have an esta lished base and
must be solicited by the school's leade The relative

°
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dominante of the principal is unavoidable and from many
points of view desirable, but it may also distract from
some of the essential purposes and prerequisites of in7
volvement. The amount of neighborhood involvement nec-
essary to achieve, for example,, increased support for
the school, is quite high. Relatively large numbers.of
people.need to be quite extensively involved before the
sum total of that.invotvement can create a reservoir of
support. The influence of the'professfonal.should be
carefully monitored -and-regulated (both by.the.profes-
sional and by the community) so that-it does_not stifle
neighborhood initiative and development.

We have made the point several times that commu
nity involvement is not a takeli.t-or-leave-it proposition.
The amount and focus of,shared control can be regulated.
It can also be manipulated. This manual outlines the
working features of suxessfpl involvement and itiis al-
ways possible to use that
kndwledge to sabotage o.^
dilute participation. MANIPULATION
misusing involvement means
that nothing about the
school will 4 improved and in fact the likelihood of a
rapid slide into school/community h4stility will be
greatly increased. Again, involvement is successful
when it ia significant and communities can tell the dif-
ference betyeen authentFilly shared control and public
relations manipulation.

Communications Responsibilities

The obvious purpose of communicating from the
neighborhood ta the-school is to get all relevant points
of view before.the- school's decision makers. However,
people's interests are never ex-
pressed very evenly and there is
no necessary.relation,between FROM THE
the amount of squeaking and the
amount of grease which is NEIGHBORHOOD
actually needed. A representa-
tive neighborhood group, whose
work and interests are visible and sincere can help to
guarantee the accuracy of communications, even f:-om the
less vocal parts of the neighborhood. The group will
want to be sure that it is active enough in soliciting
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neighborhood participation to reach those people who.have
Something to say but who might -not.otherwise have a
change to express themselves. The grout will also need
o'decide how receptive it will be to' ndividual griev-
ances as distinct- from those which ay afjct groups
as a whole,--The_dange.r.in accepting individual grievances
is that the group may be viewed as only the spokesman for
special pleading. Concentrating too heavily. on individ
ual as opposed to More\widely shared concerns can carry
the group: away from tts \policy orientation. On the other
hand,:a basic way.in which groups establish their own
_credibility and buildsuivort is by assisting individuals.
i4ith-their! legitiMate problems. The balance to be struck
is between being responsiye to needy individuals and
maintaining an effective presence,for the school as a
whole, In a similar-fashiOn_the.,:gToup will also need.to_
determine the extent to which_it-Sho41d- be concerned
with problems that are diStrict-wid6 and city-wide as
opposed to strictly local matters.

In general, the invoiAmont mechanism should
provide for the following- things,.

1. A central phone number and mailing address
should be publicized to receive neighborhood opinions.
The phone numbers and addresseS of.the group's leadership
should_also be public.

. 2. Subcommittee and task force meetings should
be held in various:non-school locations around the-neigh-
boihood and the scheduled rotation of those meetings
should be announced well in advance. Meetings should be
hold at different times of day to allow everyone an op-
portunity to attend. Over the course of a year, meetings
should have occurred at all appropriatetimes and, places
in the attendance area.

3. Meetings themselves should be summarized
and reported--including statements-from the neighborhood-
through appropriate media including local newspapers.
(Again, this should be don:, with attention to /the lan-
guages spoken by the school'S constituencies.)

4. Wherever the issue is important enough to
justify the effort, neighborhood attitudes should be
tapped in a systematic fashion. A postcard survey, an
informal door-to-door canvass, or a table at the school
can be used for this purpose with simple questionnaires
prepared to find out how people feel about particular
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school issues. Efforts of this sort may be,especiaily
important foria newly established group to gain visibility
and also to validate the group's own sense of priorities.

S. Memberg of the group should be constantly
encouraged to seek out the opiniona:and interests of
neighborhood people beyond their immediate circle of
contacts. At open, houses and other education-related
events,, teachers and principals should make an effort-
to introduce group members to people whom they have not
yet met (and Of course, the group members should return
the favor introducing community people to, the,school's
sfaff).

- 6. In all encounters with their fellow citizens,
members Of the group should be certain to register what
ever shades of opinion-both favorable and unfavorable--
are expressed. Since the groUp'exists to encourage,
register, (and to refine) neighborhood inputs, people
should be actively encouraged to express their opinions
.and desires.

Communicating from the school back to the com-
munity probably accounts for most of the work of most of
the comitunity groups now
operating in schools. The
function is an important one, TO THE
even if, given the purposes
of a shared-control group, NEIGHBORHOOD
certain cautions may be ad-
visable. Obviously, a
broadly based group of citizens, rdrawn from all parts of
the community can be a marvelous resource in telling the
public what-the school is doing, and in building support
for its programs. The intention is fine but great care
must be exercised so that the group's independence is
not compromised. If the group becomes merely the
publicity agent or cake sale organizer for the school,
then'its unique ability to serve as a vehicle for
broadly based, policy-relevant participation will be
seriously lessened. For that reason, the group needs to
judge for itself the communications tasks it will under-
take on the school's behalf. Since, as the group grows
in experience, it will also have had a greater hand in
school decisions, its defense and interpretation of
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school policy can be expecteii.to grow naturally.
Finally, all communications with the community_must '

be phrased in clear, direct, concise, and releirant
language. In addition, any statement from the group
should be honest in intent as well as execution and
should present all sides of an issue. (Cf., Part VI,
"How to Help--Media Support.")
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V. 'HOW SHOULD THE GROUP BE ORGANIZED?

In administration, as in architecture, form
follows function. The decisions already made about what
the group is to do, how intensely and comprehensively it
should be involved, etc., will have a bearing on how
should be structured. Structure deals with aspects such
as size, Jeadership, and decision-making procedure through
which the group conducts its business.

A representative group acting on behalf of the
community has an obligation to make its decisions in a
democratic fashion. In relatively
close-knit groups (those which
share goals, respect, and'ex- DECISION
perience), decisions often seem to
"emerge" through consensus. Where PROCEDURES
this level of agreement occurs
naturally., and where achieving con-
sensus is not done by overriding people's interests, it
is a desirable thing. (See discussion of "consensus" and
"informed consent," pp. 11-12.) On the other hand, some
groups, especially newly established ones, are not so
cohesive that they can use this procedure. Even the most
close knit groups sometimes deal with issues which are
so volatile and deeply felt that consensus would be an
unrealistic expectation. In such cases, decisions may be
made by majority votes among the members. Where votes are --
used to determine the group's decisions, it will be neces-
sary to consider_in advatAce what proportion of the group-
constitutn a quorum. A small proportion may lead to
allegations about the lack of representatfon on some
issues. A large required quorum, two-thirds for example,
may cripple action where attendance is low,'\or it may
'allow a faction to block action simply by not attending.
In this, as in other situations, the premium will be on
good judgment and good faith in local circumstances.
The group may wish to require "extraordinary majorities"
(for example, two-thirds of those present beyond the
quorum) for its most important decisions such as proposals
about Personnel, or the budge ,nor- revision of the group
itself. The matter of voting &an be simplified, if sub-
committees are used to develop'andrefine.alternatives
prior to the group's action.
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A note of caution about voting. Although
majority decisions are basic to our sense of fair play,
the principal should remember that votes can lead to an
emotional as'well.as a numerical division. Instead of
unifying the group, votes may create clearly visible sets
of winners and losers. That may or may not be a problem,
and it may or may not be avoidable;. Again, the success
of the group will rest on its own judgment and the support
of the principal.

Groups making serious decisions often encounter
procedural wrangles"About who canspeak and for how long',
what is and isn't relevant.to theidecision, .how and when

sthe decision itself can be made, etc.- The standard
refefence for these occasions is Robert's Rules of Order,
but the details and .formality required by Robert's Rules
sometimes makes it unacceptable to groups. More informal
procedural guides, based on group'dynamics research can
be found in the National Training Laboratories--National
Education Association Selected Readings Series (1961),
especially No. 1,rGroup Development," aild No. 2, "Leader-
ship in-Action." Whatever procedural guides are used,
they must be established by the group early in its career
since the rules.of the game must be known before the game
begins. This establishment usually occurs when the group
adopts a set of by-laws to govern its operations. The
by-laws should clearly state (A) the group's purpose and
the limits on its activities, (B) the rights and responsi-
bilities of its members, and (C) the procedures for the
group's operation., Wide circulation of clearly written
by -laws- can head off later misunderstandings.

A basic choice that will a most group mem-
bers will be the determination of how they should relate
to their constituents. When both
they and their constituents are CONSTITUENT
agreed on a course of action,
there is no problem. When the RELATIONS
two disagree, the question of
who prevails becomes important.
Basically, the community representative has three choices:

The "delegate" who does what the constituent
wants even though he or she may personally disagree.

-- The "trustee" who does what his or her own
best judgment indicates rather than what the constituent
wants.
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The "politico" who decides every quitstion on
its merits.

./- Each position has a great deal to recommend it.
Moreover, the dilemma'of choosing the "correct" position
has been around since the beginning of representative
government. This is one of. the areas in which there arc
a few hints but no totally right ansWers, The best guides
seem to 'be: (a) 'to recognize the difficulties inherent
in.this situation; (b) to be especially sensitive in the
early days of the group's existence to neighborhood
opinions about'the proper relation between representa-
tives and constituents; and (c) to.maintain the ,,integrity
of the group's election process so that, whatever style of
representation is chosen, the group's memberA remain
basically accountable to the neighborhood. The group's
members should keep in mind that many people feel that
the only way they are represented is if their representa-
tives do exactly what they, the people, want done. 'Commu-
nities can become disillusioned and angry very suddenly
if, out of conscience, the representative disagrees and
acts on that disagreement. When it arises, this choice'
between conscience and constituency can be a profound
problem.

Whether or not the group's representatiVes
should be bound to follow whatever the neighborhood wants
(the delegate style), or whether the constituents must
;accept their representatives' actions even when they dis-
agree with those actions (the trustee stylc)., is a choice
that probably cannot be made in the absence of specific
contextual information-:' It is also a choice that must be
made by all of the. participants themselves, and if neces-
sary, through trial, error, and conflict.

The best size for a group can be described in
terms of upper and lower limits as related to the group's
purposes. The lower limit for group size will be deter-
mined by the need to insure adequate representation for
all points.of view--including
especially minority points of
view. Very small groups (say, SIZE
five or six members) may be
charged' with being a clique or
an elite. Very small groups will probably not allow most
interested people a reasonable opportunity to participate



either currently or in the near future. A group that.is
too small places too great a burden on its memberS::On-
a part-time basis, community people will not have the
time to become knowledgeable participants and to sustain
that participation in each of the major areas of school.
policy.

The upper limit of a group will be largely
determined by 'the same factors. For example, beyond a
certain point, a group can become unwieldy; it will be-,
gip to require so many subcommittees and executive
sessions and other group management devices that the,

,sense of shared participatiori an'd responsibility may be
damaged. Exactly where that upper limit may be is
related to the preferences which group members have for
conducting their own business: according -to member in-
terests and purposes, some groups may wish to operate as .

a "committee-of-the-whole," but it is more likely that
the group will want to use a variety of specialized sub-
committees. Election to the group should confer some
status and responsibility on its members., If everyone who
wants to, can become a member, then the sense of,responsi-
bility and status that should be attached to membership
will-be spread so thinly among al.1 the members that the
group will be meaningless. In the case of-very large
groups, it is difficult to know just who is responsible
and who is to be held accountable for what decisions.
Moreover, when every interested person is already a
member of-the group, there ate ,no critics or alternates
waiting to replace those members who fail to maintain
e confidence of the community.

These considerations point to a group of be-
tween nine and fifteen members. The group should have
an uneven number of members to minimize the chances of
stalemate when it is divided.

A neighborhood involvement group needs to be in
continuous existence and its activities need to be timed
to anticipate the school calendar. For newly established
groups, terms of office should
be staggered so that about a
third of the group is scheduled DURATION
for selection each year. The
scheduled expiration of the AND
terms of office of one-third
of the members plus the FRLQUENCY
inevitable vacancies due to
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resignations and family mobility, will mean that about
half the seats will be. up for re-election each year.
The terms of office for members of a newly established
group can be determined at the first meeting, withione-,
two-, and three-year terms allotted by some chance method.

A procedure for replacing members between
elections will be necessary. Some members will move
Out of the neighborhood? others' will resign for personal
reasons, and still otherS may be removed.bY the group
for failure to attend meetings.- (The group may wish to
consider adopting. a-rule such as thattthree absences
withina-'year will result in automatit removal.) The
group should, by_ maYority vote, appoint a replacement
to serve until the next regularly scheduled election.

The frequency 'of the group's meetings will,. be
related to the calendar' of school decisions but in any
case, the entire.group will need to meet on a monthly
basis. For the group as a whole, meetings should be.
scheduled on the same day and time throughout the year
(e.g., "the second Wednesday Of each month at 7:30").
Whenever possible, an agenda of items to be considered
should be included in the notice of the upcoming meeting
which will be mailed to each group member each month.
The agenda should also be posted conspicuously in
several locations around the neighborhood.

Many decisions about _such key matters as per-
sonnel and budget.occur every year at the same time be-
cause of routine reporting requirements to district and
State officials. A calendar of these anticipated dead-
lines should be prepared with the assistance of the
principal and headquarters officials. The neighborhood
group can then plan its own involvement (committee work,
information sessions, etc.) so thAt its participation is
informed and timely. It needs to'be noted that the most
effective schedule of activities will not coincide with
peaks of popular involvement such as the opening of
school--by then, most key decisions will already be made.

It is clear that a group which has the increased
involvement of the neighborhood as its purpose should
conduct its business in meetings that are open to the pub-
lic. On the other hand, some
matters will require confi-
dential fact-finding and PUBLIC
deliberation. Such closed
meetings should only he used MEETINGS
when they are absolutely
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nece!:sary. If all business is determined in executive-
Sessions or private meetings prior'to an open meeting,
the public meetings will be empty performances that will
discourage those non-members who might otherwise attend.

. t

The amount of specialization within the group.
has already been'related to size. The larger the group,
the greater the need for
internal specialization. DEGREE OF
The virtues of having
specific people knowledge- INTERNAL
able about particular ./

aspects of school policy SPECIALIZATION
should be balanced against
the need to develop the ex-
pertise and familiarity of the group as a whole. :Many
groups establish in their by -laws a series of topical
subcommittees which then report to the,whole group. If
thisprocedure is employed, the group may wish to,
appoint subcommittees (or more simply, to ask parti-,

indivii.duals to concentrate) on the five areas of
&chool polity previously:identified: (a) curriculum;
(b) 'budget; (c) teacher personnel; (d) administrative
personnel; and (e) student concerns.

Leadership is one of those obviously desirable
but sometimes elusive characteristics. It is essential
that the grOup's leadership be
indigenous to the neighborhood.
Whether or not that leadership
develops depends heavily on the LEADERSHIP
attitude and action of the prin-'
cipal. But principals also need
to be concerned not to be too helpful. In assisting the
group or in helping to make it function more efficiently,
the principal may block its independence and initiative.
Leadership develops, if it develops at all, through
serious and responsible engagement with real issues.
The risk of failing is the price of growth. The a ti
tude of the principal must be supportive, encourag ng,
patient, and positive.
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VI. HOW TO HELP

There are many ways in,which the principal
can help the group succeed. In this part, the necessary
resources for successful participationat'the individual
and at the group level are identified.' Principals
scarcely need more things to do. or more responsibility

1 yet this entire manual focusses on their role. In one
sense, there are no apologies for that. Relations
between urban schools and communities are in great need
of improvement and that improvement is instrumental
enough in its contribution to other school goals tos
justify more of the principal's attention than it
ordinarily gets. Still, principals are busy people
and personal responsibility for every one of the
tasks outlined here would distract them from other
important jobs. The range of options'included in
`this handbook is purposefully comprehensive. Prin-
c:ipais and communities will adopt some features but
not others. Second, many of these tasks can and
,shOuld be performed by other schocl staff. Delegation
to teachers, for example, can reap the same benefits
of their support for this,program as can be expected
from community involvement a: a whole. And third, the
evidence indicates that successful involvement breeds
successful involvement. Once a mechanism of shared
control has been established the principal should find
it a resourceful partner that bears some of the decision-
making burdens now too narrowly distributed.

The simple opportunity to participate is the
first requisite. The group's existence helps', but is
not enough to insure the fulfill-
ment of this requirement. An- OPPORTUNITY
nouncing the formation of a
neighborhood group and electing
it is only the beginning. Neighborhood involvement, at
the control - sharing level, is not a standard operating
procedure, especially in big cities. The principal must
therefore be alert to the necessity to be continually
supportive of the group and its work at a high level to
attract substantial neighborhood participation.
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The point' is an important one. The
opportunity for involvement represented by the neigh-,
borhoodJgroUp must' be involvement of the sort that
makes a difference. Tbe,neighborhood must, see it as
potentially-imPortant, ancUpotentially_effective.
People can tell the difference bete.,e6. authentic
groups that offer'real pafticipatory opport4nities
and symbolic groups that are not intended to change
anything. Decision making about:education is
a complicated and demanding' task. One of the most
certain ways to prevehtsneighborhoods from rising
to that challenge is to prematurely cut down the
size or the relevance of the task. A trivialized
opportunity then yields disappointing results.
Because teachers- and parents take cues from the
prihcipal his actions and attitudes are critical.
If the cues indicate solid expectations, trust, and
patience, the group's chances for success will be
materially improved.

In addition to the existence of a
structural 'opportunity for involvement, it is
apparent_that group members must have the time and
energy to take part. The pcopl?, who are .least rep-
resented in school decision making--the poor--
ilave to spend almost all of their
time and energy struggling to sur- TIME .

vive. Anything left over is
likely to go to family responsihi- AND
litieser to other, non-public
uses. In order to succeed, the ENERGY
neighborhood group must take
that reality into "account.

The first way to deal with this has 'al ady
been discussed--provide an opportunity that makes 'the
act of involvement worth the effort. The second way'
is to encourage meetings to be held at times and places
convenient to group members. The third way is to
provide Members with a modest stipend or honorariuM on
an annual basis.. The stipend, which might be,as little
as $5 or $10 per meeting can be used to pay £o'r
transportation and babysitting services. It may also
help to oUSet some of the income (from second jobs
and overtime). which group members will be giving up
in order to attend meetings. Where the money stipend
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might-causefproblems, services in kind '(babysitting,'for
.

_example) may be arranged.! For principals'w4Ware used to
having to meet union requirementsthat professional tea-
chers-be paid for,"extre.duties, the recommendation
'that neighborhood group.-membefS,receive a small amount
for. their services should not bea sur[ rising one. The
amounts involved are certainly no tricentive_for exploita-
tion, but-they should make poSsitle participation (and
.itA associated benefits) which wotild not otherwise be
available.

,

Other ways to augment available time and energy.
. are discussed below (see ustaffu'and "training "). .

Successful groups are those groups which are
willing to exploit all their resources. It does a neigh-
borhood little good to have resi-
dents who feel strongly about the
schools, who have concrete pro- MOBILIZATION
posals to make, and who.have
influence to spend if those feel- .

ings axp not expressed, the proposals are not pushed, or
the inftuence is not applied. .The rate at which neigh-
borhoods mobilize taexploit their, xesources is one of
the keys to success.

The main responsibility for this belongs within
the neighborhood representatives themselves but the prin-
_cipal can help in several ways. Fir!;t, by accommodating
the group end by cooperating with it, the principal can
demonstrate to the coMmuklity that its mobilization makes
a difference. By helping the group to achieve some early
successes, the principal can help diminish the feeling of
helplessn9Es'that blocks action. The principal can also
encourage t4 staff to help. If teachers are knowledge-
able and supportive of the neighborhood group, and if
they are encouraged'(or required) to make home visits
and4other community contacts, they can help the community
get together. If the school has social workers or a
school community agent assigned to it (or if the princi-
pal can influence workers from ,other city agencies in the
neighborhood to help) they can be enlisted in the same
effort. If the school does not have social workers or a
school' community agent, the principal and the community
can begin working to get- one.
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The, prsincipal may be even more directly
helpful in the:area of material resources:
Successful groups,\especially in areas such. as.

.

education, must be able to communicate with their
constituents., They'should'have
money for miscellaneous expenses:
The principal can-help by MATERIAL
making the school's dupli-
cating machines, phones, space, RESOURCES
and other facilities avail:-
able to authorized parent
and community representatives: The principal may
also wish to 'consider assigning administrative
staff or releasing teacher time to help with particular
tasks.

The most useful contribution in this'category
comes from the group having money to support. its own
operation. That kind of money is rare in school
budgets, but not impossible to find. An established
group may be able, 'perhaps with, the principal's
assistance, td, get support from the central board,
a foundation, a government agency or local civic'
or business groups. Assuming that the principal
'shares the goals of. the group, .then it is tothe
principal's self-interest., to,help the group
succeed,. since its ,success will"be'reflected in the
educational achievement, responsiveness, and support
for the school. That realizatiow'Should reinforce,
the principal's motivation to help the group find
the limited amount of money necessary to support
its operation: (See the sample budgets in the
Appendix.)

Without adequate information the most
carefully constructed group cannot succeed. Much

to

of the information which the group
will need to consider is available INFORMATION
in the school. Budget records, pro-
gram evaluations, achievement hest scores, and so on
should be given to the group. Of course, 'proper safe-
guard'should be used--for example, the confidentiality
of individual student and employee records should be
maintained. The interpretation Of school records
(e.g., performance comparisons among different schools,
the identification of trends) is a sensitive matter
which will require careful attention. Howev,-,r.
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without relevant data; the group's\decisions
cannot be properly informed nor can the group
become more sophisticated in,its assistance to
the school.

School administrators have a 101 ofre-
spect for the amount of training
and expertise necessary to sup-
port high-quality education de- TRAINING
cisions. That sort oficnowledge
can be built up by participating in the group, but it

.is-a slow process which-can be, helped along by training.
and by staff assistance.

Many newly established groups need con-
siderable orientation and assistance to become
effective participants in the decision-making process.
All orientation or training should be as carefully
planned as any, other lesson.. Orientation sessions
may be brief (20- minute ?) exposures to the major areas
of school policy. It may be possible to. combine some
early group meetings with these sessions. Training
sessions are more extensive and will need to be
scheduled separately. The use of outside experts
(from the central office, from local colleges or
universities, or from other already established neighbor-
hood groups) should be considered. It is often useful
for group members to play specific roles or to simulate
decisions in which they will later participate. Both
orientation and training sessions should be backed
up with written materials. If, over the course of
a'year these materials cover all facets of the school,
they can then- be collected and made available to
interested people and especially to new group members
as a comprehensive introduction to the school's decision
making.

The principal should also explore the possi-
bility that the parents may wish to conduct orientation
sessions for the professional staff. Knowledge about
the community is difficult to gain for teachers who
do not reside in the neighborhood: parents and teachers
could both profit by such interaction.

The second way in which the group's sub-
stantive knowledge can be increased is through staff
assistance. The most successful
groups are those which have STAFF
independent, professional help,
for example through child advo- ASSISTANCE
cates, or through community
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development specialists. Unfortunately, .that sort of
help is not very often found- at the neighborhood school
level. The principal might also explore the possibility
of teachers receiving _credit for in-service training in
return for community work. Those teachers who are al-
ready enrolled in graduate school might get course credit
for their work in community. training programs. Neighbor-
hood groups can also take advantage of the effortsof
city-wide watchdog and special interest groups in edu-
cation. The possibility of using interns or other
graduate students from graduate schools of education
should be explored.

[A Note on the Distribution of Resources]

One of the principal's chief responsibilities
is to be certain that the resources in the school's
control are impartially available. The preceding
sections have discussed those things which can help
neighborhood people be successful participants. The
more time, energy, access to staff help, and so on, which
any individual has, the more likely it is that individual
can pursue his or her own points of view. It is inevitable
that some people within the group will have more of the
resources necessary to succeed than will others. "Re-
sources" is a neutral word, but "advantages" is not.
When time, energy, and substantive knowledge are applied
to a particular position about what the neighborhood
school should or should not be doing, then it is clear
that those resources are also partisan weapons. Thus,
they should be as freely available to all participants
as:can be arranged,.

The closest, most frequent, and most important
interaction.is that which occurs between the school staff,
especially the teachers, and the
community. Whether or not tea- STAFF
chers will have a responsive or
a disdainful and indifferent ATTITUDES
orientation to their neighbor-
hood clientele may determine
a great deal about the successfulness of neighborhood in-
volvement. The teachers' apprehensions that lay people
will cut into professional prerogatives should be
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understandable to principals.' One way to allay those ap-
prehensions is.through careful, public planning of the
involvement mechanisms with the participation of key
teachers.; Every task that can be jointly undertaken
between teachers and neighborhood residents should con-
tribute to mutual understanding. Thus, the citizen's
group shodld be careful to invite, encourage, and utilize
teacher participation wherever it is appropriate. Ad-
ditionally, the principal should demonstrate through his
or her own actions, 'that the neighborhood, is a zespected
partner of decisions about teaching and learning.

Another factor, mentioned earlier, which con-
tributes to involvement is the opportunity for the group
to have a sense of specific achieve-
ment early in its career. Where in-
volvement has grown from a EARLY
particular crisis and in those
instances where the crisis is suc- GROUP
cessfully resolved, that resolution
can give the group visibility, mo- SUCCESS
tivation; legitimacy, and experience.
If possible, the group should tackle
some relatively soluble problems,
relatively early in its career. These problems should.be
matters of local importance--getting a stop sign installed
or changed to a traffic light, securing additional play-
ground equipment or longer hours for its use, etc. The
risk in this is that problems which can be solved fairly
quickly are likely to be not very important; therefore,
the principal should help to insure that the group takes
responsibility for fundamental, long-range policy matters
as well as for more achievable near-term items. An at-
mosphere of success can also be created: the principal
should be alert for opportunities to commend the group's
work and to publicize its activities.

The amount of attention which the neighborhood
group gets'from the local communications media is the
last factor considered here. The
visibility of the group will help it
to succeed. Its ability to represent MEDIA
all parts of the neighborhood will be
enhanced if local newspapers, radio, SUPPORT
and TV stations publicize the group's
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activities. Of course, the neighborhood school is un-
likely to attract much attention from the national net-
works or even from the local commercial stations, but
most cities have non-commercial UHF channels (sometimes
municipally sponsored) that can be used to publicize the
work of the neighborhood group. The central office of
most city systems will also have TV and radio public
relations specialists who are supposed to help school
groups.

These media opportunities can dramatically ex-
pand the group's visibility, but the old stand-bys of
school-community relations such as newsletters, flyers,
and public meetings should not be overlooked. In all of
these instances, the initiative and influence of the
principal (with headquarters specialists in public re-
lations, for example) can be an important assist to the
group.
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APPENDIX I: SAMPLE BUDGETS

Budget A: High Option,

Salary school/community agent (acts as staf
to shared control group, assists in
school/home linkage, etc.)

-Personnel benefits (20% of salary)
Overhead support (SO% of salary)

Stipends group members. 12 members
(avg.), 18 meetings per year (8 sub-
committees, 10 fill group meetings)
= 216 meetings @ $15 each

$12,000

2,400
6,000

$20,400

3,240

Facilities Meeting space (contributed).
Cost for 10 after-hours school
openings @ $50 each 500

Supplies 1,000.

Phone 500

Duplicating 3,000

Mailing (5 hi-monthly reports plus 2 mail-
ings in connection with elections =
7 mailings to average of 500 house-
holds = 3,500 @ 8c each) 280

Liection Conduct A. Duplicating: see above
B. Paid advertising in local media 500
C. Supervision of election 100
D. School openings (2) 100

Consulting -and Training (4 special sessions,
one in each of school policy areas
plus preparation of written materials) 1,000

TOTAL: HIGH OPTION $30,620
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Budget B: Low Option

(Budget B is probably the most realistic for urban schools
without outside.support for this purpose. It relies
heavily on contributed space and services from.school
personnel.)

Salary (None: school community agent services
provided through delegation and released
time'.from a number of school employees

'.--and coordination with other social wel-
fare agencies in neighborhood.)

Stipends -,group members. (Minimal stipends
tocover out-of-pocket transpor-
tation costs. Group child care pro-
vided at place of meeting.) $ 200

'Facilities Meeting space (contributed).
School openings (meetings to
coincide to the maximum possible
extent with other times school is
open. Five special after-hours
meetings @ $50 each 250

Supplies 250

Phone (Contributed)

Duplicating 500

Mailings - (7 mailings to average of 500
households = 3,500 @ 1.7(p each*) 60

Election Conduct A. Duplicating; (see above)
B. Paid advertising 500
C. Supervision (contributed)
D. School openings (2) 100

Consulting and Training contributed by
district and school staff

TOTAL: LOW OPTION $1,860

*Shared control groups would be eligible for a non-
profit organization indicia entitling them to the reduced
rate. Mail must be organized by zip code, delivered to
post office, and paid in advance.
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APPENDIX II: SAMPLE BY-LAWS*

(The by-laws of the group should be written and available
to all interested individuals.)

I. Officers

There will be a chairman and a secretary elected
annually by the group at its first meeting after
school opens in the Fall.

II. Member Selection (see "Handbook," Section II)

III. Subcommittees

A. Subcommittees may be established and discharged
by a majority of the group. They may be tem-
porary or permanent, depending on their tasks.

B. Each subcommittee shall elect its own chairman
and secretary. Other people may be invited to
meet with the subcommittee; e.g., students,
teachers, administrators, etc.

C. Permanent subcommittees may be established in
the most important policy areas.

IV. Program

The group will plan a program and agenda for
the year's meetings. The plan should include
specific details of who is to achieve what by
what time.

V Meetings

A. The annual program will indicate the time and
place of regular meetings for the year (and to
the extent possible, the topics of each meeting).

B. Meetings should occur on a monthly basis.

*These by-laws have been extensively revised from
Richard K. Hofstrander and Lloyd J. Phipps, "Advisory
Councils for Education: A Handbook," Rurban. Educational
Development Laboratory (Champaign-Utbana: College of
Education, University of Illinois, 1971); ERIC ED 057213.
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C. Special meetings may be called; or regular
meetings may be canceled by a majority vote
of the whole group.

D. Decision procedures (e.g., voting, parliamentary
operation, etc.) will be established within the
first two meetings and will govern the group's
procedures-in.any case of dissent.

E. Regular and subcommittee meetings will be
publicly announced in advance and will be open
to the public.

F. A written record of each meeting will be kept by
the secretary and bi-monthly reports will be
disseminated through appropriate channels to the
neighborhood.

G. All meetings shall include an opportunity for
non members to make knOwn their views on items
relevant to the business of the shared-control
group.

VI Responsibilities of Members

Each member is expected to prepare for, and parti-
cipate in all regular meetings, and to serve on
subcommittees when requested.

1.1
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